
Pressure Sealed Forms 
Automated Integrity Inspection for Error-Free Pressure Sealed Document Production 

CUSTOMER PROFILE 

• A  

• Provides an outsourced print, fulfilment 

and scanning service to UK businesses 

and corporates. 

BUSINESS CHALLENGES  

• To print and deliver nearly 1 million 

pressure sealed documents per month 

that meets a major client’s strict quality 

& integrity specifications, and tight SLA 

targets 

• Offline printing and pressure sealing on 

two Paragon devices introduced 

potential business risks due to possible 

operational errors that had to be 

mitigated 

• Each job had to be reconciled against a 

control file, verified for correct 

sequencing and completeness and an 

audit trail created 

• With a daily peak production of 140K 

documents, the client concluded that 

they needed an automated verification 

system that met all their production 

requirements. 

SOLUTION SUMMARY  

• Implemented DISCOVERY Multiscan 

verification system with a GR2 area scan 

camera mounted on each Paragon 

machine capable of processing 40,000 

documents/hour 

• Multiscan reads a 2D barcode on each 

document and passes the data to 

DISCOVERY Enterprise which 

reconciles every document against a 

control file for correct sequencing and 

completeness, and generates an audit 

trail  

• Automating control file processing has 

enabled non-stop processing for 

multiple jobs  

• If an error is detected, the Paragon is 

stopped with supporting information 

provided 

• Handheld barcode scanner could be 

used to repair pieces if required.  

• At the end of a job, a Reprint exception 

file is generated for missing or wrecked 

documents. 

PRESSURE SEALED FORMS 

Pressure Sealed forms provide organisations 

with a cost effective and secure method for 

printing and distributing confidential and 

tamper-proof documents. These forms are a 

great way to save the time and money 

normally associated with envelope stuffing, 

and ideal for documents such as payslips, tax 

statements, remittance and pension advices, 

electoral documents and many more. 

In 2015 our client won a major services 

contract to process, print, seal and distribute 

pressure sealed documents for a global 

outsourcer of employer payroll and HR 

services. The Operations team quickly put in 

motion their extensive experience to deliver 

a secure, error-free pressure sealed payroll 

document production service according to 

this client’s high integrity and SLA 

requirements. 

For maximum operational flexibility, they 

chose an offline print and pressure seal 

process. This enabled the substrate to cool 

before being transferred to the two high-

speed Paragon pressure sealers. Being 

committed to the highest standards of quality 

and technical excellence, the client initiated a 

program to ensure high product quality levels 

and auditability were built into the process 

from the outset. As the Operations Manager 

elaborates “Our aim was to ensure we 

account for every pressure sealed document, 

and batch them in the correct sequence, 

together with a comprehensive audit trail 

that not only satisfies our clients’ 

requirements but also helps us to mitigate 

any business risks.” 

CHALLENGES 

As with many multi-step manual processes, 

offline print and pressure sealing can create 

its fair share of challenges. Manually moving 

large volumes of printed output can result in 

documents being misplaced or loaded onto 

the pressure sealer incorrectly. Furthermore, 

substrate and environment conditions can 

also increase the likelihood of jams and 

wrecks. Unchecked these issues can quickly 

erode the integrity of the documents, 

resulting in sequencing and batching errors 

or worse missing documents! 

As the Operations Manager explains “During 

our peak production periods we could be 

producing in excess of 140,000 documents 

daily and our Paragon pressure sealer is 

capable of processing 40,000 documents per 

hour. At these speeds we had to make sure 

that all of our processes were super efficient 

and that we are able to detect and rectify 

any errors immediately. Placing a barcode on 

every document and utilising this to verify 

our production integrity was the only way 

forward.” 

Furthermore, their client’s extensive 

customer base in the UK, which includes 

small businesses to large corporates, meant 

that job sizes could vary enormously, from 

one payslip to over 15,000 payslips from one 

job to the next. With up to 150 jobs to 

process, print, seal, batch and verify daily for 

same day dispatch, Our client needed a 

highly capable, reliable and fast camera-based 

inspection system that would automate the 

verification process and provide an effective 

audit trail that would satisfy the end 

customer’s stringent SLA’s requirements. 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

Operations Manager 


